
Since Cook’s landing, and prior to and after Federation,  
our decision makers, and the constitution underpinning our 
Parliamentary system and Government, have largely ignored 
the sovereignty of the original Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples that together have occupied this land for 
more than sixty millennia. 

The Australian nation – developed as a self-governing new 
world - can point to extraordinary achievements around 
which it can be justifiably proud since it sought largely 
autonomous governance 250 years ago. Equally, it has 
witnessed many failures through ignorance around matters 
as diverse as land management and environmental practices 
and the treatment of the original inhabitants of this land. 
This is unsurprising given that this new governance frame-
work has relied on a colonising lens and the insights  
of less than 1/200th of the time that cohesive civilisations 
have occupied this land. 

Despite innumerable attempts to rewrite the history of this 
the world’s oldest continent and culture as one of barely 250 
years, we now know more of the extraordinary continent we 
occupy and the remarkable living legacy of the people who 
have in part shaped and been shaped by this place. Myriad 
Government enquiries, treatises, books, and Royal Commis-
sions have narrated the forced displacement, abuse, neglect, 
inequitable treatment, and failure of policies directed to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples. What for other 
Australians are basic rights, remain unfulfilled promises to 
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our First Nations People, who have frequently felt powerless 
in the face of these inequities. 

Astonishingly, this proud people have not only endured but 
chosen a way forward that seeks to embrace all Australians. 
Through the Uluru Statement from the Heart, Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples quite reasonably want substan-
tive recognition in Australian History. The Statement seeks 
a Voice to Parliament, through which they seek to empower 
their people to take their rightful place in their own country. 

The Uluru Statement from the Heart asks that we provide a 
framework through which we might be empowered to walk 
together and via which the enduring living legacy of Aborigi-
nal and Torres Strait Islander people will be affirmed. The 
referendum will ask us to give a voice to our First Nations 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in our Constitu-
tion. It will inform our elected decision-makers. Through the 
recognition of First Nations people as the original custodians 
of this land and an essential voice in shaping our future 
shared journey, we will together be equipped with a Constitu-
tional framework that appropriately brings our history and 
future purpose together. It will enable us to form an import-
ant pillar of our collective story, and an essential component 
of what we will need if we are to be whole, authentic, and 
enduring. The referendum vote is an important first step in 
shaping the form of this voice to Parliament.

There are those who want to find a reason to not support the 
Yes vote. Where is the detail and where is the certainty of 
how its inputs will be used, they ask? It needs to be under-
stood that this referendum will not undermine our parlia-
ment, our democracy, or our rights as voters. It will simply 
ensure an important voice, long suppressed, will be available 
to decision makers to ensure that matters on which our First 
Nations People have great expertise and knowledge – the land 
and their people – are heard and considered. Importantly 



this contribution has the potential to expand our collective 
decision making by incorporating knowledge 

To fear the trajectory of this amendment, would be to 
ill-judge the demonstrated capacity of our elected national 
members and lawmakers to successfully enact constitutional 
change. We have successfully translated subsequent legis-
lation when we wanted the National Government to broaden 
their toolkit of Social Service roles, and to harmonise Federal 
State borrowings through a Loan Council. Deliberately both 
were couched around key principles rather than specula-
tion on every scenario that might be envisaged. We should 
feel safe to trust future generations to continue to interpret 
our enriched Constitution wisely and to effectively leverage 
the Voice to use build a peaceful, inclusive, multi-cultural 
country for all Australians.

This is a time where if we vote YES, we can underpin our 
constitution with an ambition to be the best version of who 
we can be as a nation and one that values the extraordinary 
legacy and ongoing culture that the Aboriginal People provide.


